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High precision position control of PMSLM
using adaptive sliding-mode approach
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In this paper, a novel robust adaptive sliding-mode control scheme is presented high precision
position control for a permanent magnet synchronous linear motor (PMSLM) servo system
under the influence of unknown parameters, nonlinear friction, cogging forces, and external
distance. The proposed strategy effectively combines the design techniques of adaptive control
and sliding-mode control. In contrast to existing control approach, such as proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) control and adaptive robust control (ARC), the developed robust
adaptive sliding-mode control not only has better tracking performance, but also provides
stronger robustness. Moreover, in the ARC, the selection of robust control gain must meet
certain conditions, and an observer is needed to estimate the unmeasurable states in the LuGre
friction model, which makes the controller more complicated to realize. The system’s stability is
proved via Lyapunov stable theory. Finally, the effectiveness of the presented algorithm is
demonstrated by numerical simulation for different situations.
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1. Introduction
Permanent magnet synchronous linear motor(PMSLM) direct drive systems have been
widely employed in modern mechanical systems requiring linear motor at high speed and
high accuracy, such as machine tools[1], maglev vehicles [2], semiconductor and
microelectronics manufacturing equipment[3], automatic inspection machines[4]. That is
because that PMSLM have several benefits including high thrust density achievable, low
thermal losses, higher acceleration/deceleration capability. Moreover, PMSLM based direct
drive systems is the lack of mechanical reduction and transmission devices as in gear boxes,
chains, and screws coupling, which will greatly reduce the effects of the typical
nonlinearities such as friction and backlash. However, the lack of indirect coupling
mechanisms makes the influence of load disturbances and various uncertain
electromagnetic phenomenons (e.g. cogging force, friction, etc.) much more significant
than in the case of conventional rotary machines.
Numerous methods have been investigated to compensate the unknown system
parameters, load disturbance, cogging friction, and friction [5-8]. However, most of those
methods consider only the effect of viscous friction. In fact, friction is a very complicated
phenomenon relying on the physical properties of the contact surface, such as relative
velocity, material property, and lubrication condition. Therefore, a new LuGre friction
model based nonlinear dynamic compensation approaches are developed [9-12]. Though
above motioned approaches can achieve precision position tracking and effective
compensation of the nonlinear dynamic uncertainties, the structure of the designed
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controllers are too complicated to realize in practice. A nonlinear observer is needed to
estimate the unmeasured state in the LuGre model. The selection of the robust control gain
requires meeting certain conditions in adaptive robust control as seen in [10].
To resolve those problems, we develop an adaptive sliding control scheme to improve
system performance. As we known that sliding-mode control has strong robustness for the
parametric uncertainties and external distances, which has been widely used to achieve
motor control [13-16]. But this scheme has inherent chatting phenomenon. The reason for this
is a sign function is used in the traditional sliding-mode control. Combine siding-mode
theory and fuzzy neural network technology, Lin [14] has proposed intelligent
complementary sliding-mode control for PMSLM, but it is very difficult to realize. In this
paper, sigmoid function is introduced to substitute the sign function. Moreover, adaptive
approach is employed to estimate the important uncertain parameters in the system to
further improve its performance.
2. Controller design for PMSLM
In this section, it is given the dynamic model of the PMSLM drive system and at the
same time the controller is designed in detail. Then, The stability of the proposed control
scheme is verified via Lyapunov stable theory.
2.1. Dynamic model of PMSM
The mechanical motion equation of surface-mounted PMSLM can be expressed as
follows:

M n &&
x + F f + Fr + Fl = Fe ,

(1)

where x denotes the mover position. M n denotes the mover mass. Fe , Fl , Fr and F f
denote the electromagnetic thrust , external disturbance, cogging force and nonlinear
dynamic friction, respectively. Following [17], we assume that friction can be modeled by
the dynamic LuGre model as

F f = σ 0 z + σ 1 z& + σ 2 x& , z& = x& −

x&
z
g ( x& )

(2)

where z denotes the friction state that physically stands for the average deflection of the
bristles between the two contact surfaces. The friction force parameters σ 0 , σ 1 and σ 2 can
be physically explained as the stiffness of bristles, damping coefficient, and viscous
coefficient, respectively. The function g ( x& ) , which characterizes the stribeck effect ican be
described as
2

& = Fc + (Fs - Fc )e-(x& vs ) ,
g(x)

(3)

where vs denotes the Stribeck velocity. Fc , and Fs denote the levels of the normalized
Coulomb friction and stiction force respectively.
The cogging force Fr is represented by a single dominant spatial frequency Ω
sinusoidal function with phase shift φ [8]

Fr = C sin(Ωx + φ ) = C1 cos(Ωx) + C2 cos(Ωx + φ ) ,
(4)
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Substitute (2) into (1), we obtain that

M n &&
x = Fe − σ x& + ∆ ,

(5)

x&
z − σ 0 z − Fr − Fl denotes the uncertainty including matched and
g ( x& )
unmatched disturbances. In this paper, we assume that the uncertainty ∆ and the uncertain
parameters m and σ = σ 1 + σ 2 are bounded, that is, they meet the following assumptions.
Assumption 1: The upper bound of the uncertain parameters m and σ are
defined as:
def
def
m ∈ Σ1 →
{m : 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ mmax } , σ ∈ Σ 2 →
{σ : 0 ≤ σ ≤ σ max }
(6)
Assumption 2: The upper bound of the uncertainty m meets:
Δ ≤d.
(7)
where ∆ = σ 1

2.2. Controller design
The control objective is to design a control law to force the mover position x to
track its desired position value x1d . The difficulties in designing a high-performance
controller for the aforementioned PMSLM servo system are to overcome the unknown
parameters and uncertain disturbances. The following will give the detail designing process
of the proposed adaptive sliding controller.
In order to design the controller, the model of the system (5) can be rewritten as

 x&1 = x2
.

 mx&2 = Fe − σ x2 + ∆

(8)

Denote the position tracking error as

e1 = x1 − x1d .

(9)

Select the nonlinear sliding mode surface as

 s = e&1 + k P e1 + k I χ = x2 − q
.

&
χ
q
=
x
−
k
e
−
k
1d
P 1
I


(10)

t

where χ = ∫ e1 (τ ) dτ , k P > 0 and k I > 0 are the integral term, proportional gain and
0

integral gain, respectively.
Theorem. Consider the uncertain dynamic system (8). If the controller is designed as
 Fe = f a + f s

ˆ & + σˆ x2
(11)
 f a = mq
 f = − ks − ε tanh( s )
 s
Then, the closed-loop system’s stability is achieved with the following adaptive law:
 mˆ& = −γ 1qs
&
(12)
&
ˆ
σ
γ
=
−
x
s

2 2
where f a and f s are the adaptive term and robust sliding-mode term, respectively. m̂
and σˆ are the estimation value of m and σ . γ 1 > 0 and γ 2 > 0 are the adaptive gains.

k > 0 and ε ≥ d are the sliding-mode gains.
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It should be noted that, if ε is too small, the reaching time will be to long; on the
other hand, too large a ε will cause sever chattering.and robust sliding-mode term
proportional gain and integral gain, respectively. In this paper, adaptive term ua is added to
compensate some uncertain term, which can avoid the ε selected to large. Moreover,
Tangent fuction is introduced to substitute the sign function to further reduce the chatting.
% 2 + 21γ σ% 2 , and
Proof. If the candidate Lyapunov function is defined as V = 12 ms 2 + 21γ m
1

2

m% = mˆ − m and σ% = σˆ − σ are the estimation errors. Then the time derivative of V along
the trajectory of (8) is
% &ˆ + γ1 σσ
% &ˆ
V& = sms& + γ1 mm
1

2

% &ˆ + γ1 σσ
% &ˆ
= s (mx&2 − mq& ) + γ11 mm
2

% &ˆ + γ1 σσ
% ˆ&
= s ( Fe − σ x2 + ∆ − mq& ) + γ11 mm
2

ˆ & + σˆ x2 − ks − ε tanh( s ) − σ x2 + ∆ − mq& ) + γ1 mm
% ˆ& + γ1 σσ
% ˆ&
= s (mq
1
2
= − ks 2 − ε s + ∆s + m% ( sq& + γ11 m&ˆ ) + σ% ( sx2 + γ12 σˆ& )
Note the assumption (7) and the adaptive laws (12), we can get

V& = −ks 2 − ε s − ∆s ≤ −ks 2 − (ε − ∆) s ≤ −ks 2 ≤ 0
So, the closed-loop system is stable under the presented control law and
parameter adaptive update law.
Inorder to avoid m̂ and σ̂ which are too big wo make the control input Fe too
big, we rewritten the adaptive update law (12) by using the discontinuous projection
mapping proposed in as
m&ˆ = Pr ojmˆ (−γ 1qs
& )
(13)
&
σˆ = Pr ojσˆ (−γ 2 x2 s )
Where
0, if β =β max and >0

(14)
Pr ojβ ( ) = 0, if β =β min and <0
 . otherwise

3. Simulation results
In this section, to verify the feasibility of the suggested method and compar it with
other schemes, numeric simulations of different method, including PID control, sign
function based adaptive sliding-mode control (ASMC) and modified sigmoid function
based adaptive sliding-mode control (MASMC), are conducted on a PMSLM drive system
described in Section 2.1. The simulation is carried out using the Matlab package. In the
simulations, the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method is used to solve the systems with time
step size of 0.001. The main parameters of PMSLM are described in Table 1 as seen in
reference [18]. The model parameters of the friction and ripple forces used in this paper are
given as
Fc = 10 N , Fs = 20 N , vs = 0.1m / s, σ 0 = 12 Nm / rad , σ1 = 0.1Nm / rad , σ 2 = 13.2 Nm / rad
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Table 1. Parameters of PMLSM
Stator resistance Rs

2.6 Ω

d-axis inductance Ld

30.4e-3 H

q-axis inductance Lq

30.4e-3 H

Magnet flux linkage ψ f

0.1728 Wb
Number of pole pairs P
2
mover mass m
7.3 kg
[5]
The spatial cogging frequency
is assumed to be Ω = 314 rad / s , and
C = 8.5 N , φ = 0.005 π . The desired position tracking signal in the simulations is chosen
as

x1d = 0.25sin(2π

t π
− ) + 0.25 m ,
Ts 2

where Ts = 4 is the sample time and the corresponding speed is

1
t
cos(2π − π2 ) m / s ,
Ts
Ts
The adaptive updating rates and control gains of the presented controller are selected as
follows:
k P = 8.5 , k I = 0.01 , ε = 1000 , k = 500 , γ 1 = γ 2 = 500
x2 = vd = 0.5π
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Fig. 1 The position tracking response curve
All the control gains and update rates in the proposed presented control system are
chosen to achieve the best transient control performance in the simulations considering the
requirement of stability. If the control gains and updating rates are chosen too small, the
convergence of the tracking error is slow; on the other hand, too large control gains and
updating rates is chosen, unstable tracking response may be resulted due to the saturation of
actuator. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 1~7.
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Position error (mm)
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Fig. 2 The position tracking error curve
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Fig. 3 The speed response curve
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Fig. 4 The control input of the adaptive sliding-mode control with sign fucntion
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Fig. 5 The control input of the adaptive sliding-mode control with sigmoid
fucntion
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Fig. 6 The cogging force curve
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Fig. 7 The friction force curve
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It can be seen from Fig. 1-3 that the proposed method has smaller position and
speed tracking error than those of PID control and ASMC. And the proposed method can
achieve the desired reference speed and position as soon as possible, which has better
transient and steady performance than other two methods.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show than the proposed method can effectively reduce the
chatting phenomenon caused by traditional sliding-mode control.
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the cogging force and friction, respectively. We can see that
the cogging force and friction present a complex nonlinear behavior.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel nonlinear position control scheme is proposed for PMSLM servo
system in the presence of system uncertainties. This method combines sliding-mode theory
and adaptive approach to achieve the high precision position control of PMSLM. Based on
Lyapunov theory, the stability of the presented closed control system is verified. Simulation
results illustrate that the proposed controller exhibits better response performance and
smaller tracking error than traditional methods. Future research should investigate the
implementation of the proposed control scheme using an experimental setup.
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